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Abstract: When using the secure cloud storage services on resources limited Mobile Devices, the confidentiality of
sensitive data must be ensured before uploading the data on cloud storage servers. The complex security operations to
ensure security are restricted to execute due to the resource constrained mobile devices. The huge volume of complex
security operations are offloaded remotely on cloud storage. By literature review of existing security frameworks focus
on reducing the complexity of cryptographic algorithms or methods to offer confidentiality and security. By keep in
view the requirements of security and privacy of confidential data of users with resource restricted mobile devices, in
this paper, We present a proposed security framework for mobile cloud computing. In this framework the cryptographic
methods as well as algorithms are used for encryption and decryption of mobile user data. This Framework ensures the
additional security and confidentiality of user‟s sensitive or significant data. This paper introduces the scheming flow of
proposed security framework. This proposed Security framework is for the purpose to secure and provide privacy and
integrity to user‟s confidential data in Mobile Cloud Environment.
Keywords: Mobile Cloud Computing; Cloud Computing; security; confidentiality; cryptography.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is the combination of
Two Computing Technologies: 1) Mobile Computing and
2) Cloud computing. MCC is defined as Cloud Computing
Extended by Mobility and a new Ad-Hoc Infrastructure
based on Mobile Devices. Mobile cloud computing
inherits the Advantages and services of Cloud Computing
„„Cloud computing refers to both the applications
delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware
and systems software in the datacenters that provide those
services”[2]. Mobile Cloud Computing is defines as it
provide Infrastructure where both computationally
intensive and secure data storage of mobile devices are
offloaded or migrate to cloud servers. “A service that
allows resource constrained mobile users to adaptively
adjust processing and storage capabilities by transparently
partitioning and offloading the computationally intensive
and storage demanding jobs on traditional cloud resources
by providing ubiquitous wireless access”[4].
The goal of cloud computing are to enhance the
computational capacity of the cloud system and to increase
the access levels to the services and resources of the cloud
at relatively low cost. The mobile users may utilize the
computational power and storage capability of cloud for
executing the computationally exhaustive and storage
demanding processes of an application. The main
objectives of the mobile cloud computing are to reduce the
energy consumption when perform the computationally
intensive tasks and to increase the mobile devices
processing power and storage capabilities. The wireless
technologies like Wi-Fi, Wi-Max, 3G, 4G, or Satellite
Internet connectivity, can be used for interactions between
mobile users and cloud services provider.
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The security threats or issues of cloud computing are also
inherited in mobile cloud computing with the additional
limitations of resource constrained mobile devices.
The MCC is facing various challenges that have restricted
the expected growth of MCC‟s subscribers. These
challenges are (a) data replication, (b) consistency, (c)
limited scalability, (d) unreliability, (e) unreliable
Availability of cloud resources, (f) portability (due to lack
in cloud provider standard), and (g) trust, security, and
privacy[9].
The rest of the paper is prepared as follows. Section 2
presents the review of existing data security schemes for
MCC. In Section 3 the proposed data security framework
for MCC Environment. Conclusion of my work and
research directions for future work is in Section 4.
II. REVIEW OF EXISTING DATA SECURITY
SCHEMES FOR MCC
This paper introduced in literature review, the data
security schemes that focus on the reduction of the
computational complexity of cryptographic algorithms and
methods. There are not any Trusted Third Party(TTP)
concerned in these selected data security schemes. In these
schemes the cloud servers are assumed fully distrusted for
secure storage of user data. The existing data security
schemes are (a) encryption based scheme (EnS), (b)
coding based scheme (CoS), (c) sharing based scheme
(ShS), and (d) Block Based sharing scheme (BSS) [1,7]. In
each scheme, encryption, decryption, and integrity
verification operations are perform on Mobile Devices.
The Cloud Service Providers (CSP) and Data Centre
owners are responsible for secure data storage
management and handling of requests - response of user‟s
file or data.
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TABLE-I
COMPARISIONS OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC DATA SECURITY SCHEMES [1,5,7]
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We have selected these schemes because of the following
reasons:
• Goals of these data security schemes are on the reduction
of the computational complexity of the cryptographic
methods and algorithms for providing security,
confidentiality and integrity services.
• Entire security operations are executed on the mobile
device which helps to provide confidentiality of user‟s
private data and improve the security of private data.
The comparisons of the existing security schemes with
some limitations are presented in the TABLE-I.
III. PROPOSED DATA SECURITY FRAMEWORK
FOR MCC ENVIRONMENT
As of the analyse of literature Survey of various data
security frameworks in mobile cloud computing the
problem related to security and privacy issues are
identified in Mobile Cloud Computing Environment. To
conquer these data security and privacy issues, there
should be some mechanisms to resolve this problem. There
is a need to implement or develop the data security
framwork that provide security, confidiantiality and
integrity of users data.
We have planned the security framework for providing the
confidiantiality and integrity of mobile users data or file.
There should be some techniques to improve the security
of mobile user‟s private data to avoid the attacks by
adversary. Some mechanisms are essential to provide the
Copyright to IJARCCE

confidiantility to user‟s personal data, which only the
owner can access his own data and no any other users
permitted to access to data without data Owner‟s
permission. The uploading and downloading steps for
user‟s file are presented in figure 1 and figure 3.
A. Poposed Framework Considerations
In the proposed data security Framework, We will use
three different cryptographic implimentation techniques
for improving the security and privacy of data.
1)
Counter modes of block based Encryption and
Decryption.
The CTR mode of operation is used to provide energy
efficient cryptographic functions by using simply XOR
operations on Blocks and keys. This technique also offer some advantages and security as compared to other
chaining block modes of operations.
2)
MAC- Message Authentication Code[8].
This cryptographic mechanism is used for validate the
integrity of file or data. Standard hash function is used to
genrate the intigrity key from Password provided by
mobile user.
3)
Blowfish
Symmetric
Cryptographic
Algorithm[6].
This symmetric cryptographic algorithms is used to
improve the security of data. This algorithm present high
execution speed and throughput. It also consume less
energy for execution as compared to other symmetric
algorithms.
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B. Proposed Flow for Uploading the User File on the
Cloud Storage
Step 1: Select the File „F‟ and provide the password upto
6 to 20 characters from mobile user.

Step 6: Mobile User Upload the Encrypted File, Hash of
File Name and MAC of Original File. Integrity Key is
apply in MAC for File Integrity Verification. These
complete Information is Uploaded on cloud storage
servers by mobile users and keep saving only the file
name.
C.
Proposed Flow for Downloading the User File
from the Cloud Storage
Step 1: Mobile user send the request for file download to
Cloud Service Provider(CSP). CSP send the Encrypted
File with MAC of original File. Mobile user download the
encrypted File and MAC.
Step 2: The Passwor.d is provided by mobile user for
generation of various Keys. The keys for blocks and for
decrypt the encrypted file is generated from provided
password.
Step 3: The Symmetric Key, Integrity Key and Multiple
Block Keys are generate from given password by mobile
user.
Step 4: The complete Encrypted File is decrypt with
generated Symmetric Key and Symmetric Cryptographic
Algorithm.

Fig.1: Flow diagram for uploading of User‟s Data

Step 2: Divide the File „F‟ in to „n‟ numbers of equal size
Blocks. For symmetric defragmentation some extra bits
should be padded at the end of file if required for equal
size.
Step 3: Generate the Multiple Block Keys from given
password and also generate the Integrity Key and
Symmetric Key by using the Hash function on password
as well as other unique factors reated to user file
Step 4 : Encrypt the individual Blocks by using Counter
Mode of Operations. The generated Multiple Block keys is
used for each different Block. The X-OR operations are
performed for encryption of each block. The Counter is
also used to produce the keys as a input for block
encryption. In these operations the multiple blocks keys
and counter are increment one by one from previous block
to next succeed blocks.

Fig. 3: Flow Diagram for Downloading Encrypted file
Fig. 2: Encryption Process of Proposed Framework

Step 5: Every Blocks are decrypted by generated Multiple
Step 5: Concatenate all blocks to build one file. Encrypt Block Keys and X-OR operations. the Counter Mode of
the complete fil with symmetric encryption algorithm. The Operations are used to obtain the original File Blocks or
generated Symmetric Key is used as a Encryption Key.
Plaintext of Blocks.
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Fig.4: Decryption Process of Proposed Framework
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